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Fully Automatic Technique for  
Liver Segmentation from Abdominal CT  
Scan with Knowledge-Based Constraints 




The proposed fully automatic technique and method to segment liver structure is divided 
into two sections: first section is Pre processing steps and rough (initial) segmentation; the 
second section is refined segmentation (snake step), see Figure  1. The proposed automatic 
technique to detect tumor in liver parenchyma is also divided into two sections: first section  
 
 
Fig.  1. Block diagram for the proposed fully automatic liver segmentation technique 
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liver tumor segmentation to detect any lesions; the second sections is tumor classification to 
differentiate between possible tumor and any other defect in CT slices, see Figure  2.  
 
 
Fig.  2. Block diagram of the proposed automatic liver tumor detection technique 
2. Liver segmentation 
2.1 Preprocessing and rough segmentation 
2.1.1 Isodata 
Before beginning the rough segmentation, the background of CT slice is separated using 
Isodata algorithm which it is one of the thresholding segmentation techniques. Isodata 
stands for Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis Techniques. The threshold is chosen from 
the brightness histogram of CT slice. The histogram is initially segmented into two parts 
using a starting threshold value such as	ߠ଴ (where ߠ is threshold value), half the maximum 
dynamic range. The sample mean ሺ݉௙, Ͳሻ	of the gray values associated with the foreground 
pixels and the sample mean ሺ݉௕ , Ͳሻ of the gray values associated with the background pixels 
are computed, see Figure  3. A new threshold value ߠଵ is now computed as the average of 
these two sample means. The process is repeated, based upon the new threshold, until the 
threshold value does not change any more. In formula:  ߠ௞ = ݉௙,௞ିଵ + ݉௕,௞ିଵʹ ݑ݊ݐ݈݅ ߠ௞ = ߠ௞ିଵ ( 1)
After applying Isodata algorithm the outer area around patient’s body will be eliminated, as 
seen in Figure  4. , and this help in the reduction in computation time needed for following steps. 
2.1.2 Mean shift filter 
In order to remove noise caused by patient breathing and the defects of CT scanner, 
Figure  5. Mean shift filter is used for edge-preserving smoothing. Convolution and rank 
filters (such as median filter, mean filter, etc.) could reduced the image noise, but they do 
not preserve the details and will blur the edges as well. 
Mean Shift is a powerful and versatile non parametric iterative algorithm that can be used 
for lot of purposes like finding modes, clustering, edges etc. Mean Shift was introduced  
in Fukunaga and Hostetler and has been extended to be applicable in other fields of  
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Fig.  3. An example of brightness histogram 
 
 
Fig.  4. Block diagram of the proposed automatic liver tumor detection technique 
Computer Vision. Mean shift filtering is a data clustering algorithm commonly used in 
computer vision and image processing. For each pixel of an image (having a spatial location 
and a particular color), the set of neighboring pixels (within a spatial radius and a defined 
color distance) is determined. For this set of neighbor pixels, the new spatial center (spatial 
mean) and the new color mean value are calculated. These calculated mean values will serve 
as the new center for the next iteration. The described procedure will be iterated until the 
mean of both spatial and the color (or grayscale) stops changing. At the end of the iteration, 
the final mean color will be assigned to the starting position of that iteration. 
(a) Original CT image before 
background separation 
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Given an image map ܫሺ݅, ݆ሻ (matrix of which each element represents its corresponding 
pixel’s grey level intensity), a set of data points can be constructed by simply assigning each 
pixel’s location in the map as the first two coordinates, and setting the third coordinate to be 
the normalized value of the pixel’s intensity: for the ሺ݅, ݆ሻ th pixel of the image, the 
corresponding data point will be: 
 ܫሺ݅, ݆ሻ ⟶ ሺ݅, ݆, ܫሺ݅, ݆ሻ ∗ ܥሻ ( 2) 
where ܥ is the normalization constant, chosen to be - [average of width and height of 
image]/[max intensity]: ܥ = ℎ݁݅݃ℎݐ + ݓ݅݀ݐℎʹ × ͳʹ55 ( 3)
The mean shift iteration can be given explicitly by: ݕ௞ାଵ = ͳ݊௞ ෍ Χ௜௑೔∈ௌ೓ሺ௬ೖሻ  ( 4)
In the ሺ݇ + ͳሻ th iteration, we shift the current location by the mean position of all data points 
contained within the sphere of radius	ℎ, centered at	ݕ௞ .  
 
 
Fig.  5. CT slice before and after Mean Shift smoothing 
2.1.3 Statistical model 
A 3D approach based on statistical information of images and associated to an adaptive 
threshold technique was implemented in order to recognize the voxels belonging to the  
liver tissue. 
Proper identification of a specific region of interest (ROI) and corresponding definition of 
the reference key statistics are often crucial points for full automation of algorithms. A 
technique was developed to find fully automatically this ROI for preventing user 
dependencies. The proposed algorithm identifies the most liver representative region in the 
volume dataset as described in the following. 
(a)CT image before applying Mean Shift     (b)CT image after applying Mean Shift 
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First, each slice of the pre-processed volume is divided into 64 squared regions, as shown in 
Figure  6., on which the mean image intensity and its standard deviation are calculated (the 




Fig.  6. CT slice is divided into 64 squared regions 
Then, the internal abdominal regions having minimal standard deviation (defined as those 
values lower than 1% of the peak value of corresponding histogram without background) 
are separated from all volume slices and sorted out in ascending order of mean values. Since 
the liver is the biggest organ of the abdomen and is homogeneous in terms of image 
intensity, the great majority of those regions belong to the liver, as shown in Figure  7. 
Therefore, the μୖ୓୍ representing the liver tissue is finally selected in this group by choosing 
the region with the median value of the above-mentioned homogeneous	μୖ୓୍ୱ. 
Its statistical information permitted to implement an automatic adaptive histogram-based 
thresholding technique used to partition images. Therefore, liver voxel recognition depends 
on patient-specific image datasets since it is calculated automatically through the statistics of 
the ROI, and not from general learning data analysis. In this work, the threshold was 
evaluated by using the mean μୖ୓୍ and the standard deviation	ߪோைூ. Then, a gate function ܩ is 
applied to the volume to select the voxels belonging to the liver tissue in function of their 
image intensity value, defined as follows: 
 ܩሺݔ, ݕ, ݖሻ = ቄͳ												݂݅	ߤோைூ − ʹߪோைூ 	≤ ܫሺݔ, ݕ, ݖሻ ≤ ߤோைூ + ʹߪோைூͲ											݈݁ݏ݁																																																																												  ( 5) 
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Fig.  7. Determining the squared regions with calculated liver mean (ߤோைூሻ 
The result of statistical method is a binary image with liver and some parts of organ with 





Fig.  8. Thresholding CT slice with the calculated value ߤோைூ 
2.1.4 Region labeling 
In this step, liver is needed to be extracted from other blobs which are the other tissues and 
organs that share same gray level and turned to be binary. A knowledge-based rule that in 
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the main slice, where liver is as big as possible, liver structure is the biggest organ in the 
slice; and so in order to extract the liver region labeling algorithm is used and the biggest 





Fig.  9. Labeling the biggest blob  
2.1.5 Holes filling 
The output of last stage is a black structure with is mostly liver along with some 
neighboring tissue attached to it because it has close gray level on white background. This 
black structure contains holes due to existence of vessels, lesion or defects inside liver and 
when the gate function in statistical model stage is used the irregular pixels of lesion inside 
liver with will not be considered belonging to liver. The existence of these holes inside liver 
may hinder the work or snake algorithm that will be used later in following stage to refine 





Fig.  10. Hole filling of liver structure 
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2.1.6 Concavity removal 
One of the problems that face segmenting liver structure from CT images is the existence of 
tumor near the edge of liver. In this case, when applying the statistical method to discriminate 
liver parenchyma from other tissues, tumor  tissue will be excluded and hence this will appear 
like a concave at the edge of segmented liver; That concave may hinder the grow of snake in a 
following step. A vacancy completely surrounded by liver tissue can be easily filled using 
simple region filling. However, cancerous tissue is often located adjacent to the border of the 
liver, as shown in Figure  11.; in this case the area cannot simply be filled as it is open on one 
side. The proposed method solves this problem using shape information, as the region near 
the missed area forms a shape like a bay and convex corners remain near the bay. 
 
 
Fig.  11. An example of concave near liver edge due to existence of tumor 
Concavity removal consists of three steps; the first step is to identify the outstanding corners 
around liver structure; the second step is to specify the pair of corners near the missed 
concave, and the third is filling the missed region to completely recover the liver. 
a. Identifying the outstanding corners…The result of hole filling step is first smoothed; then 
we subtract the smoothed image from the original image (before smoothing) to have 
image of main corners as a result of subtraction, Figure  12.  
b. Specifying the pair of corners near the missed concave…a line between each two pairs of 
corners is made, and for each line we check for two conditions : 
i. If the line wholly lies outside live structure. 
ii. If there is a vacant region inside the line. The vacant region is determined relaying 
on concavity rate which can be calculated using the formula: 
 ܥ݋݊ܿܽݒ݅ݐݕ	ݎܽݐ݅݋	 = ௟௘௡௚௧௛	௢௙	௣௘௥௣௘௡ௗ௘௖௨௟௔௥	୪୧୬ୣ	௕௘௧௪௘௘௡	௖௢௥௡௘௥௦	௟௜௡௘	௔௡ௗ	௟௜௩௘௥	௕௢௨௡ௗ௔௥௬ௗ௜௦௧௔௡௖௘	௕௘௧௪௘௘௡	௣௔௜௥	௢௙	௖௢௥௡௘௥௦	  ( 6) 
If the concavity ratio exceeds 125% (empirically predefined value), that vacant is a concave 
that need to be filled. If there is a line meets these two conditions; that line is probably a line 
between two corners around concave, shown in Figure  13. 
(a) Liver CT slice with tumor near edge       (b) Thresholded liver CT slice with  
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Fig.  12. Identifying the outstanding corners around liver structure 
 
 
Fig.  13. Specifying the pair of corners near the missed concave 
c. Filling the missed region… the pair of points will be linked by an arc (or line) and the 
region inside an arc is filled the diameter of the arc is determined from the diameter of 
liver border assuming that the left side of the liver border approximately forms an arc. 
Using these technique most of missed lesion areas can be successfully corrected. 
2.2 Refined segmentation 
2.2.1 Detection the initial contour 
After filling the holes inside liver and the concaves near the outer edge of liver, a simple 
edge detection algorithm is needed to extract the edge of rough segmentation; then the edge  
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Fig.  14. Filling the concave in liver structure 
is treated as a sequence of pixel. The rough segmented contour of liver will be refined in the 
next stage. 
2.2.2 The proposed snake algorithm 
The concept of active contours models was first introduced in 1987 and has later been 
developed by different researchers. An active contour is an energy minimizing spline that 
detects specified features within an image. It is a flexible curve which can be dynamically 
adapted to required edges or objects in the image. 
It consists of a set of control points connected by straight lines, as it is showed in Figure  15. 
The active contour is defined by the number of control points as well as sequence of each 
other. Fitting active contours to shapes in images is an interactive process. The user must 
suggest an initial contour, which is quite close to the intended shape. The contour will then 
be attracted to features in the image extracted by internal energy creating an attractor image. 
 
 
Fig.  15. Snake movement towards final edge 
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In this study the refinement to the rough segmentation is performed by a new proposed 
optimized snake technique. The proposed snake algorithm relies mainly on simple computed 
force not for the entire image, but for specific pixels in a window centered on each pixel of the 
initial contour; this process in done iteratively and in each iteration the window centered on 
pixels of initial contour is reduced as the contour approach the final edge of liver. 
Snake algorithm begins by forming a window and center on each pixel of the initial contour. 
For each pixel of the final edge which intersects with the window centered on pixels of 
initial contour, a force is computed using the equation ( 7): force = constantሺdistanceሻଶ ( 7)
sin θ = oppositedistance ( 8)
cos θ = besidedistance ( 9)
Then, for each pixel of the true contour of liver in the window we calculate the angels with 
the pixel of the rough contour centered in the window using the formulas ( 8) and ( 9) and as 
shown in Figure  16. 
 
 
Fig.  16. Calculating force and angel for each pixel of true contour of liver 
We use the force and the angel in order to calculate force at X and Y direction ሺX୤, Y୤ሻ using 
formulas  (10) and  (11): 
 X୤ = force × 	cos	θ ( 10) 
 Y୤ = force × sin	θ  (11) 
Then we calculate main force and main angel for all pixels in true contour using 
formulas  (12) and  (13): 
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 main	force = ඥ	∑X୤ +	∑Y୤		 ( 12) 
 main	angel = arctanሺY୤ ∕ X୤ሻ (13) 
Using the calculated main force and the main angel, the pixel of initial contour will move to 
a new location approaching the final edge. The window move to the next pixel and the main 
force and main angel is calculated again for each pixel of the final edge which intersects 
with the window centered on the next pixel. After the window finish moving on all the 
pixels of the initial contour causing the pixels to move a step towards the final edge, the 
window will iterate over all the pixels of initial contour till it stops moving. 
3. Liver tumor segmentation 
3.1 Tumor detection 
3.1.1 Contrast stretching 
Having segmented the liver structure in the CT image, the next step is to enhancing the 
contrast of the segmented slices as liver parenchyma and tumor tissue have similar gray 
levels. For selecting the stretching range, there is a trade-off between reducing the noise in 
the image and avoiding over-enhancement. 
Linear contract stretching is used to increase the difference between liver tissue and tumors. 
Among several methods of contract stretching, such as Selective histogram equalization, 
direct stretching with the linear relationship, linear stretching according to the fitting curve 
and nonlinear stretching with the logarithmic transformation, direct stretching with the 
linear relationship shows good  result, which can be performed with formula  (14): Iᇱ = I′୫ୟ୶ − I′୫୧୬I୫ୟ୶ − I୫୧୬ ሺI − I୫୧୬ሻ + I′୫୧୬  (14)
where, Iand I′ are the gray levels before and after transformation, respectively. I′୫ୟ୶	and I′୫୧୬ are the highest and lowest gray level after transformation, I୫ୟ୶	and  I୫୧୬are the 
maximum and minimum gray level in the liver region before the transformation, 
respectively. 
3.1.2 Add slice to itself 
After finishing with contrast enhancement stage, the difference in gray level between liver 
and tumor is now clear. The gray levels of liver parenchyma are higher than that of tumor 
tissue as shown in Figure  17. (b). The following step is to add the enhanced image to itself.  
 Rሺi, jሻ = Iᇱሺi, jሻ + Iᇱሺi, jሻ  (15) 
After contrast enhancement the pixels of liver parenchyma is brighter, in range between 140 
and 160, so that when the value of each pixel is added to itself the value of addition will 
reach 255 and will appear as white. On the other hand, the pixels which represent tumor  
tissue is dark with gray level in range between 15 to 40, and so when the value of each 
tumor  pixel is added to itself according to formula (15), the result gray level will be between 
30 to 80 appearing as dark spots as shown in Figure  18. 
3.1.3 Gaussian blurring 
The result of addition is image background as well liver tissue that appears as white 
background with some pepper noise, and tumors that appear as dark spots with range of  
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Fig.  17. CT slice before and after contrast enhancement 
 
 
Fig.  18. Result of adding contrast enhanced image to itself 
gray levels. In order to remove the noise and make the region of tumor more 
homogeneous as shown in Figure  19. (a), Gaussian smoothing is used as in formula  (16), 
where x is the distance from the origin in the horizontal axis, y is the distance from the 
origin in the vertical axis, and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. Gሺx, yሻ = ͳ√ʹπσଶ eି ୶మା୷మଶσమ  ( 16)
(a) Segmented liver from CT slice                 (b) Contrast enhanced slice 
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3.1.4 Isodata threshold 
As mentioned before, Isodata is a thresholding method which does not need a given 
threshold value instead the method automatically determine the optimal threshold value. 
The image after applying Gaussian blurring is a white background with gray blobs which 
represent liver tumor. When Isodata thresholding technique is applied, the gray blobs will 
be transformed to be black on white background as sown in Figure  19. (b). 
 
 
Fig.  19. CT slice before and after Isodata threshold 
3.1.5 Morphological filters 
When Isodata technique is applied the gray blob representing liver tumor along with some 
scattered noise gray pixels will be turned to black color. In order to remove the noise like 
pepper pixel, morphological erosion then dilation are used sequentially. 
3.2 Tumor classification 
3.2.1 Discriminative rule  
The final stage is to eliminate the erroneous segmented tumors. In order to differentiate 
between a true segmented tumor  and CT image defects, a discriminative rule is applied 
based on medical knowledge that lesion forms a circle-like mass. The circularity of the 
segmented mass can be defined as in formula number (17): Circularity = area of intersection between blob and circlearea	of formed circle  ( 17)
The area of the segmented blob is calculated, and then a circle with the same area of the blob 
is formed. We want to center the circle inside the blob so that all or majority of the circle will 
be inside the segmented blob. Although there are some algorithms used to detect the center 
of a blob, yet the irregular shape of blobs may cause misleading result. A simple but 
effective technique is used; we centered the circle on each pixel of the blob and calculate the 
intersection between the circle and the blob, we scan with the circle till we get the largest 
        (a) Gaussian smoothing result                          (b) Isodata thresholding result 
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intersection area; hence the center of the blob is obtained. If the circularity is more than 85%, 
the segmented blob will be considered as circle-like shape and so it is probably a tumor, as 
shown in Figure  20. 
 
 
Fig.  20. Knowledge-based circularity rule 
 
 
Fig.  21. 3D consistency check with neighboring slices 
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3.2.2 3-D consistency check 
Another discriminative rule relies on 3-D consistency check is performed based on three-
dimensional information that a lesion mass cannot appear in a single slice independently. If 
a slice has a suspicious tumor  and this slice has no interaction with other suspicious tumors 
in the neighboring slices, this slice with a suspicious tumor  will be considered erroneous 
and the selected blob will be disregarded, Figure  21. 
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